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(b) the production of a certificate under the hand of an officer competent
to give the same stating that he has taken sworn testimony or other
evidence as to the circumstances and date of the marriage, or the date
of birth and the parentage of the child, and that such testimony
and such evidence is attached to such certificate together with such
officer's finding thereon.
"The immigration officer may require any certificate mentioned in this
regulation to be supplemented by satisfactory evidence as to the identity of the
persons referred to in the certificate, and the immigration officer may, in any
case of doubt, require such further evidence as may be necessary to satisfy him
that any wife or child referred to in the certificate is such a wife or child as,
under paragraph (g) of section ^z/5 of the Act, is exempted from being considered
a prohibited immigrant."
Section 15 authorises the officer to obtain a warrant for the arrest of a
person who may be suspected of being a prohibited immigrant
Section 16 to 18 deal with diseases and medical examination.
Section 19 is a long one, dealing with the procedure on appeal. It gives
the form of notice of appeal. Pending appeal, the appellant may be received
at a detention depot.
Sub-section (3) of Section 19, being rather important, we give in full as
under:
"If there be no board which ordinarily sits or is sitting or about to sit
at his station the immigration officer shall also communicate with the immi-
gration officer in charge by telegraph, and shall inform the appellant that if he
desires to be present at the hearing of his appeal he will be required himself
to pay for his passage by sea, or for this transport by land subject to such
conditions as may be imposed and under escort approved by the immigration
officer, and paid for by the appellant to and, if necessary, from the place at
which the board having jurisdiction is to sit. On arrival at such place the
appellant shall be dealt with as provided in sub-section (2) of this regulation.
Sub-section (4) authorises the officer to issue a temporary permit to the
appellant. The Board of Appeal may summon witnesses; the appellant may
give and call evidence; he may be represented by Counsel, and the officer
may also examine witnesses and be otherwise represented.
Sections 20 to 24 deal with permits and temporary permits. Temporary
permits are to carry a fee of £1 and a deposit of from £10 to £100 for due
fulfilment of conditions.
Sub-section (3) of Section 20 says:—
"It shall be deemed to be a condition of every permit that the holder
shall report himself to the officers and at the periods and places specified in
such permit; and if the holder gives any false or misleading address, he shall
be liable to forfeiture of his permit and deposit, and to be dealt with as a
prohibited immigrant,"

